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The CIP Environmental Insight is a bimonthly update of what’s happening

around the environmental agenda within the built environment. It's free and
open to everyone. Some content is only available to subscribers of the CIP

Environmental Manual and CIP Knowledge. 

Rishi Sunak’s green policy
challenges as Prime Minister
Rishi Sunak faces green policy challenges
in his new role as Prime Minister.
 
Read edie’s round-up of his key priorities
that impact on the construction industry,
originally reported by edie on
27th October 2022.

READ MORE

JCB rolls out world’s �rst
hydrogen refueller truck
JCB, developer of the world’s �rst working
construction machines powered by
hydrogen, last month unveiled another
world �rst for the industry – a mobile
hydrogen refueller.

READ MORE

CO2nstruct Zero progress
The Construction Leadership Council (CLC)
has published its latest report showing
progress against the nine priorities within
CO2nstruct Zero, the industry-wide

programme to drive carbon out of the
sector. The report highlights an increase in
the number of retro�t coordinators.

READ MORE

edie launches brand-new
podcast season, Sustainability
Uncovered

LISTEN NOW

NEW: Code of Considerate
Practice e-learning courses
The Considerate Constructors Scheme
(CCS) has published four new e-learning
courses to re�ect the Scheme’s current
Code of Considerate Practice and
Monitor’s Checklist.

READ MORE

If you have any queries regarding these stories or products please email
sales@cip-books.com.
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